events

Pratam Events is an event
management and
marketing solutions
company, providing endto-end marketing solutions.
We use a blend of
methods such as
telemarketing, e-marketing,
direct marketing and event
management to achieve
the clients' targets.
We provide a complete
range of event & marketing
services, starting with the
strategy development, and
support our clients through
event execution,
performance monitoring
and analysis of results. We
work proactively, and as an
evolving company, we are
constantly on the lookout
for innovative & creative
ways to develop new
concepts and trends and
be able to offer something
different each time, no
matter how unconventional
or challenging.

corporate
events

Corporates have a constant
requirement for event-related
activities, such as teambuilding workshops,
entertainment and
infotainment workshops,
inbound and outbound
corporate training workshops
and B2B & B2C seminars.
Conference events are ideal
means to promote a business,
attract clients, raise your
profile and to strengthen
relations between
clients.Pratam offers nearendless solutions to create
innovative and successful
programs. We help ideate,
source speakers and the right
target audience for events,
and find the right venue to suit
the client requirement. And we
count Intel, SAP, Adobe and
Microsoft among the clients
we have worked with!

An event is a stage and you are the chief
protagonist. It helps to capture the attention of
the right audience and enhance the profile and
visibility of your company. And it is our job to
ensure that you have a smooth show, and
deliver your message across effectively. Our PR
vertical helps you plan and promote events,
handle media and publicity, manage sponsor
relations & celebrity promotions and stage leadup events. Our team helps companies develop
and design point of purchase material, direct
mailers, annual reports, calendars, merchandise
and corporate films keeping in line your Brand /
Company's Communication objectives and Key
messaging.

media

production

A clean set-up is crucial to a
successful event. Pratam
ensures each event is tailored
exclusively to the clients'
requirement, down to the
smallest detail. We have had
the privilege of networking
and working with the best
vendors in the market to
ensure optimum quality and
commercials for the
production set up. No
requirement is too big or small
and we work to deliver well
within stipulated time-frames
and even on tight deadlines.

Campaigns, Mall activities & POS
promotions are a speciality at Pratam. We
tailor activities based on various
requirements such as calendar events,
seasonal dates etc; to keep audiences
captive at a location that is vital to the
client. POS engagements also double up
as reliable data collection centres for
future marketing initiative and hence
builds a strong customer and TG base.

POS
engagement

Below-The-Line promotions
involve the use of effective
marketing techniques to get
i
the product right to where
the
consumers are present. The
activities involve multiple
channels that traditional
advertising do not get
through. It reaches the
consumers as a surpr se,
where they least expect it.
Some of the BTL activities
that we have done for Clients
includes: Mall Activation
Events, Road Shows,
Corporate Activities, Direct
mailing, Contact Programs,
Sampling and Demo
Programs, Incentivisation &
Loyalty Programs, School
contact Programs and College
Activities.

BTL
promotions

sports &
outdoors

Outdoor events, especially sports and
adventure based activities present challenges
in terms of safety, logistics and coordination.
But the rewards of such programs are worth
the effort that goes into it. An appropriate
environment to interact and involve your target
group effectively. Sports programs and treks
are great for breaking ice and getting people to
work as a team. With an experienced group of
sports and outdoor enthusiasts, Pratam
Events can plan, organise and coordinate
outdoor programs in a variety of locations.

creative &
print

We pride ourselves in having a
sharp and talented creative team.
Our success comes from our drive
to create a diverse, innovative and
attractive range of products &
services to meet the needs of our
clients, regardless of the market
conditions. We have adopted and
developed a number of different
styles of communications; each
one suited and tailored to our
clients’ requirements in reaching
their target audience. Whilst we
cover many disciplines, each one
is masterfully carried out resulting
in products that stand-out each
time.
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